The global scale and distribution of companies have changed the economy and dynamics of businesses. Web-based collaborations and cross-organizational processes typically require dynamic and context-based interactions between people and services. However, finding the right partner to work on joint tasks or to solve emerging problems in such scenarios is challenging due to scale and temporary nature of collaborations. Furthermore, actor competencies evolve over time, thus requiring dynamic approaches for their management. Web services and SOA are the ideal technical framework to automate interactions spanning people and services. To support such complex interaction scenarios, we discuss mixed service-oriented systems that are composed of both humans and software services, interacting to perform certain activities. As an example, consider a professional online support community consisting of interactions between human participants and software-based services. We argue that trust between members is essential for successful collaborations. Unlike a security perspective, we focus on the notion of social trust in collaborative networks. We show an interpretative rule-based approach to enable humans and services to establish trust based on interactions and experiences, considering their context and subjective perceptions.
Introduction
The way people interact in collaborative environments and social networks on the Web has evolved in a rapid pace over the last few years. Services have become a key-enabling technology to support collaboration and interactions. Pervasiveness, context-awareness, and adaptiveness are some of the concepts that emerged recently in service-oriented systems. A system is not only designed, deployed, and executed; but rather evolves and adapts over time. This paradigm shift from closed systems to open, loosely coupled Web services-based systems requires new approaches to support interactions [1] .
We present a novel approach addressing the need for flexible discovery and involvement of experts and knowledge workers in distributed, cross-organizational collaboration scenarios. Experts register their skills and capabilities as Human-Provided Services (HPS) [2] using the very same technology as traditional Web services to join a professional online help and support community. This approach is inspired by crowdsourcing techniques following the Web 2.0 paradigm. People can contribute HPSs to offer their skills to a broad number of Web users, service compositions, and enterprises that need to have on-demand access to experts. In such communities, not only humans participate and provide services to others, but also autonomous software agents and semantic Web services with sophisticated reasoning capabilities. A mixed service-oriented system comprises human-and software services that can be flexibly and dynamically composed to perform various kinds of activities. Therefore, interactions in such a system do not only span humans, but also software services. Recently, trust has been identified as a beneficial concept in large-scale networks [3, 4] . Considering trust relations when selecting people for communication or collaboration, services to be utilized, and resources to be applied leads to more efficient cooperation and compositions of human-and software services [5] . In contrast to many others, we do not discuss trust from a security perspective. In this work we share the view of [6] that is related to how much humans or other systems can rely on services to accomplish their tasks.
Unlike several other systems in the agent domain, e.g., see [7] , we follow a centralized trust management approach [5] . In SOA, central registries and logging facilities are common mechanisms. Applying them avoids various issues, such as the malicious manipulation of interaction data and dishonesty regarding recommendations. Moreover, some trust inference mechanisms are only applicable if the participants of the network have a global view on the system. However, on the other side, a centralized approach may raise privacy issues that have to be considered in the system design. In this paper, we present the following key contributions:
Social and behavioral trust model. We define a trust model that relies on interaction dynamics, supporting wide personalization by accounting for user preferences, and discuss its realization in the introduced use case.
VieTE framework. We outline VieTE (Vienna Trust Emergence), a modular framework that supports the management of trust in SOA-based environments. In particular, we introduce key implementation aspects, such as interaction mining, and Web of Trust provisioning.
Evaluation and discussion. Since our work is not only theoretical, but closely coupled to SOA technology, we evaluate various functional and non-functional aspects of VieTE and its trust model. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the Expert Web case showing the need for flexible expert discovery and involvement. Our novel approach is based on social trust. We introduce trust concepts in collaborative environments in Section 3. Section 4 details the concept of interaction-based behavioral trust which will be the basis for our trust inference model. Trust can be based on different metrics whose meaning is highly subjective. In Section 5, we show our trust model established on fuzzy set theory. The trust model manages context-dependent trust between actors, i.e., humans and services, emerging from interactions. The subsequent Section 6 formalizes the fundamental trust model relying on captured and interpreted interactions. Successful, thus highly trusted network members, are valuable collaborators. However, overload due to large amounts of work represent bottlenecks. In Section 7, we present a balancing approach to prevent inefficient interactions. Our architecture is implemented on-top of SOA and Web services. We show the implementation details of the system in Section 8. Section 9 deals with evaluations to test the performance of the presented system as well as effectiveness of balancing algorithms. Finally, we discuss related work in the area of SOA, social trust, and flexible interactions models in Section 10 and conclude the paper in Section 11.
Service-oriented collaborations
In virtual communities, where people dynamically interact to perform activities, reliable and dependable behavior promotes the emergence of trust. As collaborations are increasingly performed online, supported by service-oriented technologies, such as communication-, coordination-, and resource management services, interactions have become observable. By monitoring and analyzing interactions, trust can be automatically inferred [1, [7] [8] [9] . In contrast to manual rating approaches for mainly static communities, automatic inference is wellsuited for complex networks with short-running interactions between potentially thousands of rapidly changing network members.
We motivate our work with a scenario showing discovery of experts and flexible interaction support as depicted in Fig. 1 . In this use case, a higher level process model may be composed of single tasks assigned to responsible persons, describing the steps needed to ARTICLE IN PRESS produce a software module. After finishing a common requirements analysis, and in parallel a reusability check of existing software artifacts produced in related projects, a software architect designs the actual software framework. The implementation task is carried out by a software developer, and additionally software test cases are generated with respect to functional properties (e.g., coverage of requirements) and non-functional properties (e.g., performance and memory consumption). We assume that this task is deployed in a global enterprise spanning multiple departments and locations. Thus, the single task owners in this process exchange only electronic files and interact by using communication tools. While various languages and techniques for modeling such processes already exist, for example BPEL, we focus on another aspect in this scenario: interactions with trusted experts. A language such as BPEL demands for the precise definition of flows and input/ output data. However, even in carefully planned processes with human participation, for example modeled as BPEL4People activities [10] , ad hoc interactions and adaptation are required due to the complexity of human tasks, people's individual understanding, and unpredictable events. In Fig. 1 , the software architect receives the requirement analysis document from a preceding step. But if people have not yet worked jointly on similar tasks, it is likely that they need to set up a meeting for discussing relevant information and process artifacts. Personal meetings may be time and cost intensive, especially in cases where people belong to different geographically distributed organizational units. Various Web 2.0 technologies, including forums, Wiki pages and text chats, provide well-proven support for online-work in collaborative environments.
Several challenges remain unsolved: (i) If people, participating in the whole process, are not able to solve problems by discussion, who should be asked for support? (ii) How can experts be flexibly involved in ongoing collaborations? (iii) What are influencing factors for favoring one expert over others. (iv) How can we support trusted interactions in such dynamically changing environments and how can this situation be supported by service-oriented systems?
Traditionally, discovering support is simply done by asking third persons in the working environment, the discussion participants are convinced they are able to help, namely trusted experts. In an environment with a limited number of people, persons usually tend to know who can be trusted and what data have to be shared in order to proceed with solving problems of particular nature. Furthermore, they easily find ways to contact trusted experts, e.g., via phone or e-mail. In case requesters do not know skilled persons, they may ask friends or colleagues, who faced similar problems before, to recommend experts. The drawbacks of this approach are that people need extensive knowledge about the skills of colleagues and internal structures of the organization (e.g., the expertises of people in other departments).
Discovering support in such a manner is inefficient in large-scale enterprises with thousands of employees and not satisfying if an inquiry for an expert becomes a major undertaking. Today's communication and collaboration technologies cannot fully address the mentioned challenges because many existing tools lack the capability of managing and utilizing dynamic trust.
The Expert Web: We propose the Expert Web, consisting of connected experts that provide help and support in a service-oriented manner. The members of this Expert Web are either humans, such as company employees offering help as online support services, or software services encapsulating knowledge bases. Such an enterprise service network, spanning various organizational units, can be consulted for efficient discovery of available support. Users, such as the engineer or drawer in our use case, send requests for support (RFSs). The users establish trust in experts' capabilities based on their response behavior (e.g., availability, response time, quality of support). This trust, reflecting personal positive or negative experiences, fundamentally influences future selections of experts. As in the previous case, experts may delegate RFSs to other experts in the network, for example, when they are overloaded or not able to provide satisfying responses. Following this way, not only users of the enterprise service network establish trust in experts, but also trust relations between experts emerge.
Communication, coordination, and composition

Social trust in collaborations
In contrast to a common security perspective, social trust refers to the interpretation of previous collaboration behavior [1] and may additionally consider the similarity of dynamically adapting interests [11, 12] . Especially in collaborative environments, where users are exposed to higher risks than in common social network scenarios [13] , and where business is at stake, considering social trust is essential to effectively guide interactions [14] . Hence, we define trust as follows (see also [1, 8, 9] 
Trust reflects the expectation one actor has about another's future behavior to perform given activities dependably, securely, and reliably based on experiences collected from previous interactions.
This definition includes several key characteristics that need to be supported by a foundational trust model:
Trust reflects an expectation and, therefore, cannot be expressed objectively. It is influenced by subjective perceptions of the involved actors.
Trust is context dependent and is basically valid within a particular scope only, such as the type of an activity or the membership in a certain team.
Trust relies on previous interactions, i.e., from well-proven previous behavior a prediction of the future is inferred.
We strongly believe that trust and reputation mechanisms are key to the success of open dynamic serviceoriented environments. However, trust between human and software services is emerging based on interactions. Interactions, for example, may be categorized in terms of success (e.g., failed or finished) and importance.
Therefore, a key aspect of our approach is the monitoring and analysis of interactions to automatically determine trust in mixed service-oriented systems. We argue that in large-scale SOA-based systems, only automatic trust determination is feasible. In particular, manually assigned ratings are time-intensive and suffer from several drawbacks, such as unfairness, discrimination or low incentives for humans to provide trust ratings. Moreover, in the mentioned mixed system, software services demand for mechanisms to determine trust relations to other services. Much research effort has been spent on defining and formalizing trust models (for instance [7, 9, 15, 16] ). Although most of these models are closely related, e.g. in terms of concepts for recommendation and reputation, we add the following novel contributions.
Personalized trust inference: A fundamental characteristic of trust is its subjective perception. Humans have different requirements to establish trust to others. Therefore, we use a rule-based system, relying on fuzzy set theory that allows each participant of the network to define his/her own rules and influencing factors to establish trust. Instead of a 'hard-wired' logic to determine trust, we enable participants to model their individual trust perception, e.g., their optimistic and pessimistic views.
Multi-faceted trust: We support the diversity of trust by enabling the flexible aggregation of various interaction metrics that are determined by observing ongoing collaborations. Furthermore, data from other sources, such as human profiles and skills, as well as service features and capabilities may influence the trust inference process.
Compositional trust: The majority of today's trust models in the agent domain, such as typical buyer-seller scenarios, deal with the establishment of trust between exactly two entities. In contrast to that, we focus a compositional perspective, and study trust in group formation processes and compositions of services. In our environment, we understand compositions not from a structural perspective with pre-defined interaction paths (e.g., as in BPEL), but from a dynamic point of view, where members of the network select interaction partners flexibly [17] .
The cycle of trust
Previously, we introduced a conceptual approach for determining trust based on interactions: the cycle of trust [5] . This cycle, adopting the MAPE concept [18] , consists of four phases, which are M onitor, A nalyze, P lan and E xecute. Periodically running through these four phases establishes a kind of environmental feedback control, and therefore allows to adapt to varying circumstances. Applied in our environment, we are able to infer trust dynamically during ongoing collaborations. In the monitoring phase the trust management system observes interactions between humans and services, including their types, context and success. In the analyzing phase interactions are used to infer trust relationships. For this purpose, interaction metrics are calculated and interpreted using personal trust rule sets that depend on the purpose of and situation for trust determination. The following planning phase covers the set up of collaboration scenarios, including user activities and human-, and service compositions, taking the inferred trust relations into account. The execution phase provides support to enhance the execution of planned collaboration, including observing activity deadlines, checking the availability of actors, and compensation of resource limitations. The interactions of actors are observed in the execution phase; and the loop is closed.
From interactions to social trust
In this paper, we demonstrate the inference of trust depending on captured collaboration data considering individual trust perceptions. Conceptually we follow a three layer approach (Fig. 2) , realizing trust emergence concepts that support our motivating scenario.
Interaction layer: On the bottom layer logging and analyzing of interactions take place. From atomic interactions, more meaningful and aggregated interaction metrics are extracted in subsequent time intervals by the means of message correlation and pattern detection. Domain-specific interaction metrics are determined in pre-configured scopes.
Personal trust layer: On the middle layer interaction metrics are combined and weighted individually ('interpreted') by applying configured rules, and a fundamental trust network is established. These personal trust relations reflect the individual trust perception of the actors.
Trust projection layer: On the top-layer potential future trust relations are predicted where no personal trust has been established yet.
While the interaction-and trust metrics on the first two layers are calculated offline in fixed subsequent time intervals (due to potentially high computational effort for personalized trust relations in large networks), trust projection on the top layer is performed dynamically when needed. In the following we discuss the three layers in detail focusing on personal trust.
Interaction layer
The identified key concepts on that layer are (i) harnessing diverse available collaboration data, (ii) enabling and capturing various types of interactions in SOAbased mixed systems environments, (iii) accounting for context models associated with these interactions, and (iv) defining trust scopes to allow a rule-based inference of trust from observed interactions.
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Collaboration data
Recently, various trust models have been published relying on various mathematical concepts, e.g. probability [19] [20] [21] or reasoning rules [22] . Most works make no assumption about the data used to determine trust, so trust models are completely decoupled from the data underneath. In particular, many approaches account only for one-dimensional manual user feedback (rating) and categorize interactions only in cooperative and defective ones. However, the support of automatic inference demands for observable evidence of trust. Therefore, the large part of used data comes from observing interactions (see the research area of complex event processing 1 ).
Besides interactions, there are more data sources in collaborative and social networks that can be used to express the diversity of trust, and are utilized for some higher level trust projection concepts. Finally, we identified the following sources, common in most large-scale SOA-based networks, such as described in the motivating use case:
Interactions: Interactions provide evidence about the success of previous collaboration encounters. We categorize in fundamental interactions, such as e-mail traffic, instant messaging, VoIP communication and SOAP/REST-based service invocations; and in higherlevel interactions, mostly relying on fundamental interactions, but annotated with their semantic meaning, e.g., file exchange, report submission, and task delegation.
Profiles: Profiles contain valuable information about actors. Human profiles are about professional background, job position, skills, and expertises; service profiles can contain vendor information, features, and capabilities. Similarities of profiles are utilized by higher-level trust concepts, including trust mirroring and teleportation (detailed in the following sections). Profiles may be entered completely manually, or are (partly) determined dynamically based on interactions. An example for inferring expertise from activity involvements can be found in [23] .
Structural relations and hierarchies: Knowledge about memberships in groups, roles of humans or services, joint activities and projects can be used to extend the notion and perception of trust. For instance, in a business environment someone may require that potentially trusted partners are members in the same team or are employed by a certain organization. ) are used. This enables, people on the one side to define trust relationships explicitly, but on the other side also distrust ('foes'). Using such explicit commitments may override and fine-tune automatically inferred relations. Capturing all these information may raise privacy concerns. However, neither content of interaction messages is stored nor semantic analysis is performed. We follow a pure structural approach, which makes extensive use of metadata instead of the actual message content. Furthermore, after analyzing interactions, logs can be deleted, and there remain only higher level metrics. Data are stored and managed by a centralized architecture, so there is no need to propagate sensitive data through the network (as in peer-to-peer networks).
Context-aware interaction observation
Our approach considers two different levels of interactions. On the bottom level we capture basic interactions, including fundamental exchanges of e-mail messages, VoIP calls, instant messages, and basic Web services invocations via SOAP or REST. In most cases there is no possibility to determine the semantic meaning of these interactions, i.e., the reason for initiating a Skype call. It can be only observed if a call is accepted and its duration. However, on the top level, Web service enabled interactions, using dedicated tools for delegating activities, performing periodic reports, and requesting help and support, provide more information on the reason of interactions and nature of collaboration.
Furthermore, in mixed service-oriented systems, consisting of humans and software services, we distinguish interactions according to the type of interacting entities. Our framework-VieTE-accounts for the following types of interactions: (i) human-human, including instant messaging and e-mail via dedicated services with integrated interaction sensors; (ii) human-service typically service invocations via SOAP or REST interfaces, using an external access layer that intercepts and captures messages; (iii) service-human, e.g., reminder service or meeting scheduling service, notifying humans about events; (iv) service-service, in typical service compositions, e.g., modeled with BPEL.
Interaction metrics and scopes
Interaction metrics are calculated by observing (monitoring) interactions and further analysis. Therefore, metrics describe the interaction behavior of actors, either humans or services, in a mixed service-oriented system. Such metrics are, for instance, their responsiveness (e.g., measured by an average response time), the reliability in responding to requests, the ratio of performed to delegated tasks, or the variance in delivering periodic status reports.
However, these interaction metrics are of course valid only in particular situations. For example, interaction behavior varies depending on the risk actors are facing, or the benefit they are receiving. Depending on the environment, several external factors may influence the interaction behavior of actors, such as their motivation, interest or expertise. For example, in the outlined help and support environment in Section 2, people might be more responsive in their dedicated expertise areas than in topics outside their interests. Therefore, we introduce the notion of scopes. In general, scopes describe what activities are relevant for determining certain interaction metrics. All interactions within relevant activities are taken into account for metrics determination. Scopes are defined specifically for a domain and depending on business areas. In the previous Expert Web use case, for instance, one scope can define that all software implementation and software testing activities should be considered, to describe someone's collaboration behavior in the area of software engineering. Other scopes could define to account for interactions regarding management activities of team leaders (e.g., delivering status reports, delegating tasks to team members etc.), or aggregate interactions from risky activities only.
The definition of scopes is supported in two different forms:
Tag-based scopes: Scopes are represented as lists of key-words (tags). All interactions within activities whose descriptions incorporate these keywords, are taken into account for metrics calculation.
Activity-based scopes: Scopes are determined by matching constraints on explicitly defined activities, e.g., matching activity type, a minimum team size to indicate mass collaboration, or a maximum risk.
All interactions that take place in the context of matching activities are considered for interaction metrics calculation. In case more than one tag is set and constraints defined, respectively, there will be interaction contexts (i.e., activities) that match only partly (e.g., only two of three tags). Then the impact of interactions on a metric is weighted based on the degree of match. More information on observing, logging, aggregating, and analyzing interactions in mixed systems, as well as calculating metrics have been studied in [5, 23, 24] .
Personalized trust inference
We model the network of humans and services with their trust relations as a directed graph G=(V,E), where the vertices V denote the members of the network, and edges E reflect their trust relations in between. General profiles of network members are attached to the vertices. Furthermore, both vertices and edges are annotated with various metrics that describe collaboration behaviors of network members and their relationships. A community comprises a subset of vertices (and references to their connecting edges). Fig. 3 visualizes this model.
We distinguish the following classes of metrics:
Interaction metrics (subsets of MEdge) describe the interaction behavior as explained before, such as an actor's responsiveness and reliability in distinct scopes.
Similarity metrics (subsets of MEdge) provide information about skill-, feature-, or expertise similarities, depending on the type of actors.
Trust metrics (subsets of MEdge) are interpreted from interaction-and similarity metrics, e.g., personal trust, symmetry of trust relations (bidirectional trust) and trust trends in certain time intervals.
Collaboration metrics (MCollaboration) are bound to a user, and describe independent from collaboration partners someone's previous experiences, such as collected expertise by performing activities, and behavior, e.g., reciprocity [9] . Furthermore, edge metrics can be aggregated to calculate collaboration metrics; for instance, an average value of someone's responsiveness or availability.
Group metrics (MGroup) provide information about average values and distribution of vertex-and edge metrics in a community, therefore, they are a valuable mean to determine a metric value relative to others in the same group.
Users of the system, i.e., the network members, specify rules for evaluating calculated interaction metrics to trust. For this purpose, we utilize an approach based on fuzzy set theory (see more details in the next section) that (i) enables users to express their rules in almost natural language (similar to a domain specific language), and (ii) offers elegant and efficient mechanisms to aggregate fuzzy expressions of trust.
We decided to build a rule-based system, instead of a certain analytical model, because of the flexibility of the environment. Humans and services (i.e., service vendors) should be able to define their personal rules that have to be satisfied to establish trust in others. For instance, let us assume the members of the network want to describe influencing factors for establishing trust in a software engineer. There are various factors on that trust may rely: (i) based on formal skills provided by profiles including certificates such as university degrees, (ii) based on collected experience and previous success (e.g., performed activities of different types in the scope of software engineering), (iii) based on particular interaction behavior, such as support reliability and quality in the previously introduced Expert Web use case), or (iv) accounting for capabilities and behavior in related scopes of software engineering. 
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Trust projection layer
In large-scale networks with thousands of humans and services, each member interacts only with a small amount of potential partners leading only to a small portion of personal trust relations from each member's point of view. Therefore, several concepts have been introduced to predict not existing relations, e.g., recommendation by the means of trust propagation, and reputation by the means of trust aggregation. We extend this list by three novel concepts, based on the similarities of actors, their trust perceptions, and the situations described by context data.
Trust mapping deals with using trust relations established in other, but to some extent similar scopes (e.g., related expertise areas).
Trust mirroring [12] , implies that actors with similar profiles (interests, skills, community membership), tend to trust each other more than completely unknown actors.
Trust teleportation [12] rests on the similarity of human or service capabilities, and describes that trust in a member of a certain community can be teleported to other members. For instance, if an actor, belonging to a certain expert group, is trusted because of his distinguished knowledge, other members of the same group may benefit from this trust relation as well.
Fuzzy set theory for trust inference
Fuzzy set theory, developed by Zadeh et al. [25] , and fuzzy logic emerged in the domain of control engineering, but are nowadays more and more used in computer science to enable lightweight reasoning on a set of imperfect data or knowledge. The concept of fuzziness has been used earlier in trust models [26] [27] [28] , however, to our best knowledge not to enable a personalized interpretation of trust from larger and diverse sets of metrics, calculated upon observable interactions. As fuzzy inference is a key mechanisms of our trust model, we introduce the fundamental definitions in this section. There exists various further literature on fuzzy set theory, for instance [29] .
Zadeh et al. [25] Two or more fuzzy sets, describing the same characteristic (i.e., metric), can be merged to a linguistic variable.For instance in Fig. 4(a) , the linguistic variable 'responsiveness' is described by three fuzzy sets: high, medium, and low.
The definition of linguistic variables (and the their single membership functions, respectively), has to be performed carefully as they determine the operation of the reasoning process. Linguistic variables are defined either for the whole community, or for groups, and even single network members, by:
A domain expert, using his experience and expertise. However, depending on the complexity of the rules and aggregated metrics continuous manual adjustments are needed (especially when bootstrapping the trust system).
The system itself based on knowledge about the whole community. For instance, the definition of a 'high' skill level is determined by the best 10% of all network members in certain areas.
The users based on individual constraints. For example, a 'high' skill level from user u's point of view starts with having more than the double score of himself.
Let X A and X B be two feature spaces, and sets that are Approximate reasoning by evaluating the aforementioned rule base, needs some fuzzy operators to be defined [25] : OR, AND, and NOT. 
The defuzzification operation [30] determines a discrete (sharp) value x s from the inferred fuzzy set X. For that purpose all single results obtained by evaluating rules (see Fig. 4 (b)) are combined, forming a geometric shape. One of the most common defuzzification methods is to determine the center of gravity of this shape, as depicted in the example in Fig. 4(c) . In general, center of gravity defuzzification determines the component x of x s of the area below the membership function m x ðxÞ (see Eq. (7)). 
Trust model definitions
The trust model manages context-dependent trust between actors, i.e., humans and services, emerging from interactions (see Fig. 7(a) ) that are captured and interpreted. A trust relation is always asymmetric, i.e., a directed edge from one vertex to another one in G. We call the trusting actor the trustor u (the source of an edge), and the trusted entity the trustee v (the sink of an edge). Analyzed interactions are any kind of communication, coordination or execution actions initiated by u regarding v. The context of interactions reflects the situation and reason for their occurrences, and is modeled as activities. Activities, as presented in [5] and shortly discussed before, describe work-relevant context elements. When interactions are interpreted, only a minor subset of all describing context elements is relevant within a trust scope. In the motivating use case of this paper, such a trust scope may describe the expertise area. define conditions to be met by metrics M for interpreting trustworthy behavior, e.g., 'the responsiveness of the trustee must be high' or 'a trustworthy software programmer must have collected at least average experiences in software integration activities'. Rules reflect a user's trust perception, e.g., pessimists may demand for stricter trustworthy behavior, than optimists.
Fundamental trust model
On top of metrics, the confidence c s ðu; vÞ 2 ½0; 1 of u in v in scope s is determined. This confidence upon available interaction-, collaboration-, and similarity metrics M(u,v) that describe the relationship from u to v, represents recent evidence that an actor behaves dependably, securely and reliably. Besides highly dynamic interaction metrics, actor profiles P may be considered during calculation, e.g., a human actor's education or a service's The reliability of confidence rðc s ðu; vÞÞ 2 ½0; 1, ranging from totally uncertain to fully confirmed, depends mainly on the amount of data used to calculate confidence (more data provide higher evidence), and the variance of metric values collected over time (e.g., stable interaction behavior is more trustworthy; see later about temporal evolvement). The function C s r (Eq. (9)) determines the reliability r of confidence c s (u,v) relying on utilized metrics in R c (u). As the determination of reliability can be quite complex (considering temporal trends and variances of metrics), and the additional personal setup of this measure could be very demanding for the end-users, we let a domain expert configure a global reliability measure that accounts for metrics in R c (u) of respective network members: Our engine infers personal trust t s ðu; vÞ 2 ½0; 1 by combining confidence with its reliability (see operator in Eq. (10)). This can be performed either rule-based by attenuating confidence respecting reliability, or arithmetically, for instance by multiplying confidence with reliability (as both are scaled to the interval [0,1]). Since trust relies directly on confidence that is inferred by evaluating personal rules, an actor's personal trust relation in this model indeed reflects its subjective criteria for trusting another actor: 
In cases where actors define their personalized trust inference rules, the trust perception p s t ðuÞ represents the 'trusting behavior' of u, i.e., its attitude to trust others in scope s. The absolute value of p s t ðuÞ is not of major importance, but it is meaningful to compare the trust perceptions of various actors. Basically, this is performed by comparing their rule bases for trust inference (Eq. (13)), e.g., if actors account for the same metrics, or if they are shaped by optimism or pessimism. Therefore, more similar rules means more similar requirements for trust establishment. The application of trust perception becomes clear when discussing the trust projection concepts, such as weighting received recommendations based on the similarity of the recommender's trust perception: there are no interactions between two entities, but an existing trust relation, the reliability of this trust relation is lowered by a small amount each evaluation interval. Therefore, equal to reality, trust between entities is reduced stepwise, if they do not interact frequently: Fig. 6(a) shows an example of applied EMA. The dashed line represents the trustworthiness of an actor's behavior, i.e., Dt s i , for the i th time interval, calculated independently from previous time intervals. In this extreme situation an actor behaves fully trustworthy, drops to zero, and behaves trustworthy again. Similar to reality, EMA enables us to memorize drops in recent behavior. If an actor once behaved untrustworthy, it will likely take some time to regain full trust again. Therefore, depending on the selected tuning parameter a, different strategies for merging current trust values with the history can be realized. According to Eq. (14), for a40:5 the actual behavior is counted more, otherwise the history gains more importance. Fig. 6 (a) shows three smoothened time lines, calculated with different smoothing factors. There exist several other approaches to trust evolution which work with deep histories, e.g., [31] , however, EMA requires less memory and lower computational effort.
As shown in Fig. 6(a) , by applying EMA previous or current behavior is given more importance. However, personal traits, such as being optimistic or pessimistic, demands for more sophisticated rules of temporal evaluation. In our case, we define an optimist as somebody who predominantly remembers positive and contributing behavior and tends to quickly forgive short-term unreliability. In contrast to that, a pessimist loses trust also for short-term unreliability and needs more time to regain trust than the optimist. Examples of this behavior are depicted by Fig. 6(b) . Optimistic and pessimistic perceptions are realized by adapting the smoothing factor a according to Eq. (15) . Whenever the curve depicted in Fig. 6(b 
Trust projection
The concepts of trust projection combine existing personal trust relations or compare the similarity of profiles to predict potentially emerging trust relations.
Projected relations, predicted by the means of recommendation or reputation, are fundamentally different from personal trust relations, because they do not rely on personal experience, therefore, not personally proven.
Trust mapping: t map describes a mechanism to predict a trust relation in a particular scope s, when trust relations between the same actors in different, but to some extent similar scopes S ¼ fs x jt sx ðu; vÞa ?g, already have been established. For instance, if a trust relation in an engineer regarding software implementation activities has already been established, this relation can be mapped to software modeling as well. However, a good programmer may not be a good software architect, the software programmer may be trusted because of his knowledge, experience, and expertise, that are similar for both types of activities. Therefore, we define trust mapping to rely on the similarity of scopes. Trust t sx ðu; vÞ can be mapped to scope s. For that purpose each t sx is weighted and attenuated by the scope similarity, as shown in Eq. (16) . We assume that the function sim scope (s 1 ,s 2 ) returns the similarity of two scopes between 0 (totally different) and 1 (totally equal). Fig. 7(c) , the recommenders' Rec={w,x} perception of trust will likely be different from the actor's u perception (that is receiving the recommendation), because all of them define trust upon different rule sets. For instance, optimists generally tend to provide better recommendations of third parties than pessimists. other models, e.g., [7] , we weight the recommendation of each w 2 Rec with the trustworthiness of u in w (Eq. (17) Trust teleportation: t tel is applied as depicted in Fig. 7 (f).
We assume that u has established a trust relationship to w in the past, for example, based on w's capabilities to assist u in work activities. Therefore, others having interests and capabilities similar to w may become similarly trusted by u in the future. In contrast to mirroring, trust teleportation is applied in environments comprising actors with different roles. For example, a manager might trust a software developer belonging to a certain group. Other members in the same group may benefit from the existing trust relationship by being recommended as trustworthy as well. We attempt to predict the amount of future trust from u to v by comparing w's and v's profiles P s , especially the parts relevant in scope s. Eq. (20) deals with a generalized case where several trust relations from u to members of a group Tele(&T s ðuÞ) are teleported to a still untrusted actor v. Similar to trust mapping, teleportation is weighted and attenuated by the similarity measurement results for actor profiles (see [12] highly above average (similar to common Internet forums). Therefore, as a small amount of network members become very popular, they will also become more and more overloaded with help and support requests. Furthermore, once somebody lost his trustors, it will be hard-if not impossible-for him/her to regain trust. An actor might lose his/her trustors not only if s/he behaves untrustworthy, but also if another one behaves more trustworthy (with respect to the configured trust inference rules). We introduce two concepts for compensating this load balancing problem that is mostly neglected, but of paramount importance in collaborative environments:
Community balancing models enforce network members to select interaction partners not only based on trust, but considering at least one further impact, such as costs (trade-off).
Request delegation patterns enable network members to delegate incoming request to third-parties, in case they are overloaded. On the one side, this method balances the work load within a community, on the other side, it enables actors to establish trust relations to still unknown members.
Community balancing models
Balancing communities is essential to distribute workload in professional environments, and to facilitate the participation of erratically involved actors and newcomers in social communities. For instance, in the Expert Web use case of this paper, the load should be balanced between all members of the network. This means on the one side highly reputed actors should not become flooded with requests (e.g., for each help request, independent from how important or challenging it is, only actors with highest reputation would be chosen). On the other side, newcomers and lower reputed actors should get a chance to increase their standing and visibility within the community. Therefore, mechanisms are needed to let actors not only select experts based on trust but also further influencing factors. That is realized with trust trade-off models.
The applicability of trade-off models is highly dependent from the domain and environment. For example, for a non-profit social Web platform, where people request suggestions for planning their holidays, a trade-off model will be fundamentally different from a business oriented help and support network. Therefore, we categorize balancing models in the following two classes:
Business-oriented models rely on mechanisms of the free economy, including supply and demand. For instance, highly demanded services (usually from top reputed actors) cause higher costs on the consumer side than services offered by ordinary actors. Concepts to realize rewarding of services and payment for contributions are needed. In the Expert Web use case of this paper, actors could earn rewards for providing reliable and successful support, and would have to pay for involving and interacting with other experts.
Social-oriented models, as typically applied in free and
open social platforms, have other concepts for balancing communities. For instance, reciprocity [9] reflects the amount of obtained benefit from the network compared to provided contribution. Actors may be allowed to interact with high reputed community members, if they do not only exploit the network, but also contribute to a certain extent.
For both types of balancing models, reliable interaction behavior and expedient support of community members is rewarded. In a large-scale SOA environment, where potentially thousands of actors may interact and are flexibly composed for short-term collaborations, enabling automatic rewarding is highly beneficial. Instead of rating someone's contribution manually (typical human feedback), we attempt to apply automatic rewarding as far as suitable. For instance, tracking, if sent requests trigger responses, and average time spans for processing requests are common quality of service (QoS) measures in serviceoriented systems. However, simple structural interaction analysis does not account for the value of interactions. Therefore, on a more abstract level, contributions can be, at least to some extent, automatically tracked. For instance, achieving a predefined activity goal (milestone), such as creating a project artifact, or starting a follow-up activity in a process-centric environment, are strong indicators that preceding collaborations have been successful.
Business-oriented models
These models comprise concepts from the free economy, such as supply and demand, and costs and risks. In business-oriented models as applied for instance in the motivating scenario of this paper, each actor, offering support and services to others, can demand a dynamically adjustable amount of credits from service consumers. The amount of this compensation is usually directly proportional to the demand of the service, equally to the free economy. Usually high quality services with higher reputation are demanded more by network members. On the one side, this mechanism motivates actors to behave trustworthy (because than they will earn higher rewards), on the other side paying for services will urge consumers to distribute their requests between expensive (e.g., highly reputed) and cheaper (e.g., newcomer) services in the network.
Social-oriented models
In contrast to business-oriented system, socially inspired environments do not (primarily) account for payment. Normally, the participation in such networks is for free, however, members expect others to participate in a beneficial way. For instance, in a sharing portal, actors share files for free, however, they expect the same from others. This concept is described by reciprocity. This definition of reciprocity, motivated by studies in which repeated games are played between individuals [35] , describes the expectation that actors will respond to each other in similar ways, i.e., with similar benevolence of their own. More general, reciprocity describes an actor's contributing behavior with respect to the whole community (social reciprocity). This concept can be applied in a wide range of social networks, to enable a kind of 'soft access control system'.
In a non-commercial version of the Expert Web, such an access control system can evaluate for each actor which network members (providing support services) can be contacted and interacted with. For that purpose, we define reciprocity as the ratio of obtained help from the network (i.e., delegated tasks to others), and provided help (i.e., accepted and processed tasks from others).
Request delegation patterns
A common problem of trust and reputation mechanisms in online communities is that there emerge only a minority of highly trusted actors, while the majority remains in the background. Therefore, network members tend to consult and interact with the same (already trusted) partners again and again, leading to work overloads of these actors, and hindering the emergence of new trust relations. We utilize the means of delegations to compensate this load and interaction balancing problem that is often neglected, but of paramount importance in collaborative environments. In the motivating Expert Web scenario of this paper, actors send and process requests for support (RFS). Once an actor gets overloaded s/he should be able to delegate requests to other actors (with potentially free resources). If the receivers of such delegations behave trustworthy, i.e., respond fast and reliably, the original requesters will establish trust to them. Fig. 8 visualizes this model. In case of a successful delegation, u sends an RFS to v who delegates to w, and w responds directly to u. This interaction will positively impact the metrics that describe the relation from u to w, and finally tðu; wÞ increases. The relation tðu; vÞ is neither rewarded nor punished, because on the one side v did not serve u's RFS, but on the other side, v was able to successfully delegate, and thus did not harm u. The relation tðv; wÞ is also not influenced, since v is not the original requester. If a delegation fails (Fig. 8(b) ), i.e., an RFS is not responded, metrics that describe both tðu; vÞ and tðv; wÞ are negatively influenced (for instance the success rate is decreased), because of v's and w's unreliable behavior. But in that case, we assume that tðu; wÞ remains unchanged. Although w has not served u's request, we do not know the reasons for that behavior. For instance, a denial of service attack could maliciously harm w's reputation (the sum of trust relations), if s/he is flooded with delegated RFSs.
The described delegation mechanisms and their influence on trust are configured by a domain expert in VieTE, and are feasible for our Expert Web scenario, where all participants in the network have similar collaboration roles (in particular to provide help and support). Other delegation and trust mechanisms, accounting for different roles of network members and restrictions of delegations due to confidentiality reasons, may be desirable in other domains.
One of the major challenges to enable sophisticated balancing is to determine the receivers of delegations in the whole network. Usually, the selection will rely on trust, because, as shown in Fig. 8(b) , it is in v's interest to delegate successfully and not to get punished. A fundamental selection strategy randomly picks an actor from a pool of service providers that are personally trusted above a pre-defined limit. Based on each individual's interaction history, every network member has his/her own pool of trusted actors. More advanced selection models are out of scope of this paper, and are subject to further research.
Architecture and implementation
We discuss the VieTE-Vienna Trust Emergence Framework [5, 36] to research and evaluate novel concepts of trust and reputation in mixed systems environments. An overview of the framework is provided in Fig. 9 . Briefly, the system captures various kinds of interactions, calculates metrics, such as responsiveness, skillLevel, availability, performs a personalized rule-based interpretation of these metrics, and finally infers trust between each pair of interacting members. The main components, developed as SOAP-based Web services in Java, hosted by Axis2, 5 are as follows:
Interaction monitoring: Interactions are either captured by interaction sensors, included in infrastructure services, or external access layers. An example for the first case is the activity management service that notifies a logging service about activity delegations and assignments. In the second case, service invocations via SOAP are routed over an access layer that captures the SOAP messages. Later on, VieTE periodically analyzes captured interactions offline and calculates higher level interaction metrics. While the depicted architecture follows a centralized approach, the logging facilities are replicated for scalability reasons, and monitoring takes place in a distributed form. Interactions are purged in predefined time intervals, depending on the required depth of history needed by metric calculation plugins.
Activity management: Actors use activities to manage their work as introduced before. Activities are structures to describe work and its goals, as well as participating actors, used resources, and produced project artifacts. A detailed description of this model, used to capture the context of interactions, is provided by [5] .
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Trust model administration: A domain expert configures certain properties of the trust inference process that are applied for all participants of the network. For instance, s/ he defines meaningful trust scopes in the given domain and business area, configures available metric calculation plugins that provide the metrics for personal trust rules, and sets up the general trust model behavior, such as temporal constraints for interaction analysis and endpoints of logging facilities.
Personal trust rules management: Personal trust rules, configured by each member of the network, enable the inference of a subjective and personalized view on trust. On the one side a fuzzy inference engine utilizes sets of trust rules to interpret available interaction metrics and establish personal trust in predefined scopes. On the other side rules configure the mode of operation of some higher level trust projection concepts to establish relations between non-interacting network members.
Social network management and provisioning: This component enables the registration of humans and services, including their individual profiles. All registered actors build the set of vertices of a trust graph G=(V, E) (see the Web of Trust in [3] ). We support the discovery of actors during ongoing collaborations (similar to a Web service registry), relying on actor capabilities (profiles), and periodically inferred metrics (interaction-, similarity-, collaboration-, and trust metrics). Furthermore, for evaluating the trustworthiness of small sets of actors, flexibly applied concepts of trust projection can be used. An example use case is the composition of actors to a human-service ensemble, where a group of potential participants is pre-selected based on their capabilities or professional affiliations, and finally a subset of them flexibly composed with respect to their trust relations. This mechanism enables late binding, as common in a (Web) services world.
VieTECore: The VieTE core is the heart of the VieTE framework and connects all the aforementioned components. As depicted in Fig. 9 it retrieves interactions from the replicated interaction management services, performs an analysis and calculates interaction metrics using metric plugins. Finally, updated metrics are interpreted and personal trust is inferred utilizing a fuzzy rule engine. These actions are periodically scheduled, e.g. on a daily or weekly basis. Fig. 9 . VieTE framework overview.
Human provided services in the expert web
An excerpt of the RFS schema definitions is shown in Listing 2 defining complex data structures. The GenericResource defines common attributes and metadata associated with resources such as documents or policies. A GenericResource can encapsulate remote resources that are hosted by a collaboration infrastructure (e.g., document management). Request defines the structure of an RFS (here we show a simplified example). A Reply is the corresponding RFS response (we omitted the actual XML definition). The protocol (at the technical HPS middleware level) is asynchronous allowing RFSs to be stored, retrieved, and processed. For that purpose we implemented a middleware service (HPS Access Layer-HAL) which dispatches and routes RFSs. GetSupport depicts a WSDL message corresponding to the RFS SupportRequest.
Upon receiving such a request, HAL generates a session identifier contained in the output message AckSupportRequest. A notification is sent to the requester (assuming a callback destination or notification endpoint has been provided) to deliver RFS status updates for example; processed RFSs can be retrieved via GetSupportReply. The detailed notification mechanism can be found in [23] .
Interaction monitoring and logging
The HPS Access Layer logs each service interaction (request and response message) through a logging service. RFSs and their responses, exchanged between community members, are modeled as traditional SOAP calls, but with various header extensions, as shown in Listing 4. The most important extensions are:
Timestamp capture the actual creation of the message and is used to calculate temporal interaction metrics, such as average response times.
Delegation holds parameters that influence delegation behavior, such as the number of subsequent delegations numHops (to avoid circulating RFSs) and hard deadlines.
Activity uri describes the context of interactions (see [37] for activity model).
MessageID enables message correlation, i.e., to properly match requests and responses.
WS-Addressing tags, besides MessageID, are used to route RFSs through the network.
Metric calculation
Metrics describe the interaction behavior and dynamically changing properties of actors. Currently, we account for the metrics described in Table 1 for trust interpretation upon logged SOAP calls in the Expert Web scenario. Note, as described before, these metrics are determined for particular scopes; i.e., based on a subset of interactions that meet certain constraints. The availability of a service, either provided by humans or implemented in Software, can be high in one scope, but much lower in another one. Furthermore, these metrics are calculated for each directed relation between pairs of network members. An actor u might serve v reliably, but not a third party w.
Our approach relies on mining of metrics, thus, values are not manually entered but are frequently updated by the system. This enables collaboration partners to keep track of the dynamics in highly flexible largescale networks. Besides interaction behavior in terms of reliability or responsiveness, also context-aware experience mining can be conducted. This approach is explained in detail in [23] .
In trust inference examples in previous sections, we accounted for the average response time t r (Eq. (21)) of a service and its success rate sr (Eq. (22)). These are typical metrics for an emergency help and support environment, where fast and reliable support is absolutely required, but costs can be neglected. We assume, similar complexity of requests for support (RFS) in a scope s, thus different RFSs require comparable efforts from services (similar to a traditional Internet forum).
The response time is calculated as the duration between sending (or delegating) a request (t send ) to a service and receiving the corresponding response (t receive ), averaged over all served RFSs. Unique IDs of calls (see SOAP header in Listing 4) enable sophisticated message correlation to identify corresponding messages:
An RFS is considered successfully served (sRFS) if leading to a result before a predefined deadline, otherwise it fails (fRFS):
Trust provisioning
The Social Network Provisioning WS (see Fig. 9 ) is a WSDL-based Web Service that provides the dynamically changing Web of Trust as standardized directed graph model. It is a major part of the VieTE framework and used by other services, such as partner discovery tools, to retrieve social relations for service personalization and customization in virtual communities. The Web service interface deals with the following fundamental types of entities:
Vertex: A vertex describes either a human, software service, or HPS.
Edge: An Edge reflects the directed relation between two vertices.
Metric: Metrics describe properties of either vertices
(such as the number of interactions with all partners, or the number of involved activities) or edges (such as the number of invocations from a particular service by a particular human). Metrics are calculated from interactions and provided profiles with respect to pre-configured rule sets (e.g., only interactions of a particular type are considered in the trust determination process).
Scope: Rules determine which interactions and collaboration metrics are used for trust calculation. These rules describe the constraints for the validity of calculated metrics, i.e., the scope of their application. Common scopes are pre-configured and can be selected via the Web Service interface.
The Social Network Provisioning WS enables the successive retrieval of the Web of Trust starting with a predefined vertex, e.g., reflecting the current service user. We specify its interface as shown in Table 2 . Note, for data retrieval, metrics are merged in the entities vertex and edge. All entities are identified by an URI, which is a combination of a Get neighbors (independent of edge orientation); the optional parameter numHops may set the maximum path length from the specified vertex to resulting neighbours getSuccessors sourceVertexURI Get successors of specified vertex getPredecessors sinkVertexURI Get direct predecessors of specified vertex getVersion -Get version string basepath (e.g., http://www.infosys.tuwien.ac.at/coin), the entity type (e.g., vertex) and an integer id.
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Evaluation and discussion
In this section, we show the results of performance evaluations that discuss major design decisions and VieTE's applicability in large-scale networks; and a functional evaluation that deals with the actual application of our trust inference approach for balancing communities.
Computational complexity of trust management
A fundamental aspect of our trust management approach is the context-awareness of data and social relations. Due to the high complexity of large-scale networks comprising various kinds of interactions and distinct scopes of trust, we evaluate the feasibility of our framework by well-directed performance studies. We focus on the most critical parts, i.e., potential bottlenecks, in our system, in particular, on (i) trust inference upon interaction logs, (ii) profile similarity measurement for trust mirroring and teleportation, (iii) the calculation of recommendations based on mined graph structures and (iv) provisioning of graph segments to users. The conducted experiments address general technical and research problems in complex networks, such as emerging relations in evolving structures, graph operations on largescale networks, and information processing with respect to contextual constraints.
Experiments setup and data generation
For conducting our performance studies, we generate an artificial interaction and trust network that we would expect to emerge under realistic conditions. For that purpose we utilize the preferential attachment model of Barabasi and Albert to create 6 network structures that are characteristic for science collaborations [38] . As shown in Fig. 10 for a graph with 500 vertices, the output is a scale-free network with vertex degrees 7 following a power-law distribution. These structures are the basis for creating realistic interaction logs that are used to conduct trust inference experiments. For a graph G, we generate in total 100 Á jEj interactions between pairs of vertices (u,v). In our experiments, we assume that 80% of interactions take place between 20% of the most active users (reflected by hub vertices with high degree). Generated interactions have a particular type (support request/response, activity success/failure notification) and timestamp, and occur in one of two abstract scopes. While we payed attention on creating a realistic amount and distribution of interactions that are closely bound to vertex degrees, the interaction properties themselves, i.e., type, timestamp, do not influence the actual performance study (because they do not influence the number of required operations to process the interaction logs). For the following experiments, VieTE's trust provisioning service is hosted on a server with Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz (quad), 10 GB RAM, running Tomcat 6 with Axis2 1.4.1 on Ubuntu Linux, and MySQL 5.0 databases. The client simulation that retrieves elements from the managed trust graph runs on a Pentium 4 with 2 GB on Windows XP, and is connected with the server through a local 100 MBit Ethernet.
Trust inference performance
Through utilizing available interaction properties, we calculate the previously discussed metrics (i) average response time t r , and (ii) success rate sr (ratio of success to the sum of success and failure notifications). Individual response times are normalized to [0,1] with respect to the highest and lowest values in the whole network. The rule base to infer confidence between each pair of connected vertices has been shown in Listing 1. If the amount of interactions jIðu; vÞj between a pair (u,v) is below 10, we set the reliability of confidence to jIðu; vÞj=10, else we assume a reliability of 1. Trust is calculated by multiplying confidence with its reliability.
Interactions take place in context of activities. Instead creating artificial activity structures, we randomly assign context elements to synthetic interactions. These elements are represented by tags that are randomly selected from a predefined list. This list holds 5 different tags, and each interaction gets 2-4 of them assigned. Such tags may describe the activity type where an interaction takes place, e.g., 'software development'; but also certain constraints, e.g., 'high risk'. We define 5 scopes, each described by exactly one possible tag. Thus, each interaction belongs to 2-4 scopes; and scopes may overlap. Interactions are uniformly distributed among scopes.
We measure the required time to completely process the synthetic interaction logs, including reading logs from the interaction database (SQL), aggregating logs and calculating metrics, normalizing metrics (here only the response time, because the values of the success rate are already in [0,1]), inferring trust upon a predefined rule base, and updating the trust graph (EMA with a ¼ 0:25).
Experiments are performed for three networks of different sizes: small-scale with 100 vertices and 200 trust edges; medium-scale with 1000 vertices and 2000 edges; and large-scale with 10 000 vertices and 20 000 edges. Furthermore, trust is inferred (i) neglecting scopes (i.e., tags), (ii) for the defined scopes as above. The results in Table 3 show that especially for medium and large networks only a periodic offline calculation is feasible. Note, the difference of computational efforts accounting for no context (no scopes) and all scopes is not as high as one might expect. The reason is that a significant amount of time is required for SOAP communication in both cases.
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Profile similarity measurement
Trust mirroring and trust teleportation, as explained in Section 6, rely on mechanisms that measure the similarities of actors in terms of skills, capabilities, expertise and interests. In contrast to common top-down approaches that apply taxonomies and ontologies to define certain skills and expertise areas, we follow a mining approach that addresses inherent dynamics of flexible collaboration environments. In particular, skills and expertise as well as interests change over time, but are rarely updated if they are managed manually in a registry. Hence, we determine and update them automatically through mining. However, since trust mirroring and teleportation are mainly used in the absence of interaction data, we need to acquire other data sources.
The creation of interest profiles without explicit user input has been discussed in [12] . That work assumes that users tag resources, such as bookmarks, pictures, videos, articles; and thus express their distinct interests. In particular, a dataset from citeulike 8 expresses people's use and understanding of scientific articles through individually assigned tags. We use these data to create dynamically adapting interest profiles based on tags (ATPs-actor tagging profiles) and manage them in a vector space model [12] . However, since arbitrary tags may be freely assignedthere is no agreed taxonomy-no strict comparison can be performed. Therefore, we cluster tags according to their similarities and compare the actors' usage of tags on higher cluster levels. For instance, actors using tags belonging to the same cluster have similar interests, even if they do not use exactly the same tags. Hierarchical clustering enables us to regulate the fuzziness of similarity measurements, i.e., the size of tag clusters. The concrete mechanisms and algorithms are described in [12] and therefore out of scope of this work. But we outline the evaluation results of [12] to demonstrate the applicability of automatic actor profile creation and cluster similarity measurement, supporting the realization of trust mirroring and teleportation.
We determine for 10 representative citeulike users their tagging profiles (ATPs) in the domain of social networks. Then we compare these ATPs to find out to which degree actors use similar/same tags. The fundamental question is, if we are able to effectively distinguish similarities of different degrees among ATPs. In other words, in order to apply trust mirroring and teleportation we need distinguishable similarity results; and not e.g., all ATPs somehow similar. Fig. 11 shows the results of various profile similarity measurements. As explained, we compare profiles with varying fuzziness, i.e., on 5 different tag cluster levels. While on L5 each tag is in its own cluster, these clusters are consecutively merged until all tags are in the same cluster (L0). Hence, on L5 the most fine-grained comparison is performed, while on L0 all profiles are virtually identical. As shown, on L2 and L3 a small set of highly similar ATPs are identified, while the majority is still recognized as different. This is the desired effect required to mirror/teleport trust only to a small subset of available actors.
From a performance perspective, retrieving tags, aggregating and clustering them, and creating profiles takes some time. Especially mining these data on the Web is time-intensive. The overall performance highly depends on external systems that provide required data, such as citeulike in our case. Therefore, further performance studies have been omitted here.
Network management
This set of experiments, deal with managing trust in a graph model and the calculation of recommendation and reputation on top of a large-scale trust network with 10 000 vertices. Several ways to implement recommendations exist. First, a client may request all recommender vertices and their relations and calculate recommendations on the client-side. However this method is simple to implement on the provider side, it is obviously the slowest one due to large amounts of transferred data. Still retrieving all recommender and relations directly from the backend database, but performing the calculation server-side, dramatically improves the performance. However, this method produces heavy load at the provider and its database and deems not to be scalable. Therefore, we map the network data, i.e., a directed graph model with annotated vertices and edges, in memory and perform operations without the backend database. Since all data are held in memory, the performance of calculating recommendations online is comparable to provisioning of pre-calculated data only. Hence, we design our system with an in-memory graph model, and further measure some aspects of this design decision. Fig. 12(a) illustrates required time for mapping the whole graph from the backend database to its in-memory representation. The effort increases linear with the number of vertices in the graph. Fig. 12(b) shows the memory consumption for graph instances of different sizes, first for the whole Social Network Provisioning Service, and second only for the graph object itself.
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Trust graph provisioning
Retrieving trust values of certain relations, and even recommendations as shown before, causes minor computational effort. However, imagine someone frequently wants to calculate reputation based on network structures (see TrustRank [32] ), would like to get notified if his neighborhood in the Web of Trust has grown to a certain size or if his collaboration partners have reached a particular experience level. Then, periodically retrieving larger segments of the trust graph G from the Social Network Provisioning Service is required. Therefore, we run some experiments to estimate the produced load in such situations.
The first experiment investigates the average size of potential collaboration partners who are either personally trusted or can be recommended (i.e., are connected through exactly one intermediate vertex). Experiment are conducted for various network sizes n and different average connection degrees of vertices. We pick random vertices from this set and run experiments for each of them until we calculate stable average results. Fig. 13 shows that in higher cross-linked networks (i.e., #trustees 4 2), personal relations and recommendations (so called 'second hand experiences') deem to be sufficient to discover new collaboration partners. However, in case of sparsely connected graphs, other mechanisms, such as trust mirroring or teleportation may be of high benefit.
Propagating trust over more than one intermediate vertex is of course possible (and widely applied), but leads to significantly higher computational effort. Fig. 14 depicts the number of required graph operations depending on the average number of trustees (average outdegree of vertices). These graph operations mainly consist of retrieving vertices and edges, including their assigned metrics and trust values. For higher propagation path lengths pp, costs increase exponentially.
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Interaction balancing in large-scale networks
We evaluate the functional application of the VieTE framework, by simulating typical scenarios in large-scale communities. In this experiment, we utilize the popular Repast Simphony 9 toolkit, a software bundle that enables round-based agent simulation. In contrast to researchers in the agent domain, we do not simulate our concepts by implementing different actor types and their behavior only, but we use a network of actors to provide stimuli for the actual VieTE framework. Therefore, we are not only able to evaluate the effectiveness of our new approach of fuzzy trust inference, but also the efficiency of the technical grounding based on Web service standards. We focus on the motivational Expert Web use case from Section 2. In this scenario, a small set of simulated network members interact (sending, responding, and delegating RFSs), and these interactions are provided to the logging facilities of VieTE. The framework infers trust by calculating the described metrics t r and sr, and using the rule set of Listing 1 for behavioral interpretation. Finally, emerging trust relations between the simulated actors influence the selection of receivers of RFSs. Hence, VieTE and the simulated actor network relies on each other, and are used in a cyclic approach; exactly the same way VieTE would be used by a real Expert Web. For this demonstration, all interactions take place in the same scope.
Simulation setup
Simulated agent network: Repast Simphony offers convenient support to model different actor behavior. As an inherent part of our environment, we make no distinction between human users and software services. Each actor owns a unique id (a number), creates SOAP requests, and follows one of the following behavior models: (i) malicious actors accept all RFSs but never delegate or respond, (ii) erratic actors accept all RFSs but only process (respond directly or delegate) RFSs originally coming from requesters with odd-numbered IDs, (iii) fair players process all requests if they are not overloaded, and delegate to trustworthy network neighbors otherwise.
We set up a network comprising 15 actors, where only one is highly reputed and fully trusted by all others as depicted in Fig. 15(a) . This is the typical starting point of a newly created community, where one actor invites others to join.
VieTE setup: After each simulation step (round) seven randomly picked actors send one RFS to its most trusted actor (in the beginning this will only be the highly reputed one who starts to delegate). Each actor's input queue has exactly 5 slots to buffer incoming RFSs. A request is always accepted and takes exactly one round to be served. An actor processes an RFS itself if it has a free slot in its input queue, otherwise incoming RFSs are delegated to randomly picked trusted (t 4 0:8) neighbors in the network. Note, one actor does not delegate more than one RFS per round to the same neighbor, however, an actor may receive more than one RFS from different neighbors in the same round. Delegations require one additional simulation round. There is an upper limit of 15 rounds for an RFS to be served (deadline); otherwise it is considered failed. A request can be delegated only three times (but not back to the original requester) (hops) to avoid circulating RFSs. Because the simulation utilizes only ARTICLE IN PRESS two fully automatically determined metrics (t r and sr), and no manual rewarding of responses, we assume an RFS is successfully served if a response arrives within 15 rounds (no fake or low quality responses). After each fifth round, VieTE determines t r based on interactions in the most recent 25 rounds, and sr upon interactions in the last 50 rounds, and purges older logs. New values are merged with current ones using EMA with a fixed a ¼ 0:25.
Simulation results
We perform 250 simulation rounds of the described scenario with the aforementioned properties, and study the network structure in certain points of the simulation. The depicted networks in Fig. 15 show actors with different behavior and the temporal evolvement of trust relations between them. The size of the graph's vertices depend on the amount of trust established by network neighbors. Beginning with a star structure (Fig. 15(a) ), the network structure in Fig. 15(b) emerges after 100 rounds, and Fig. 15 (c) after 250 rounds, respectively. Note, since the behavior of actors is not deterministic (i.e., RFSs are sent to random neighbors that are trusted with t40:8 (lower bound of full trust; see Fig. 4 )), the simulation output looks differently for each simulation run, however, the overall properties of the network are similar (number and strength of emerged trust relations).
In the beginning, all RFSs are sent to actor 0, who delegates to randomly picked trusted actors. If they respond reliably, requesters establish trust in that third parties. Otherwise they lose trust in actor 0 (because of unsuccessful delegations). Therefore, actors with evennumbered IDs lose trust in actor 0 faster than oddnumbered actors, because if actor 0 delegates requests to erratic actors, they are not replied. As an additional feature in round 100, actors that are not trusted with t40:2 by at least on other network member, are removed from the network, similar to Web communities where leechers (actors that do not contribute to the network) are banned. Therefore, actors with malicious behavior disappear, while actors with erratic behavior still remain in the network. Fig. 15(d) shows a reduced view of the balanced network after 250 rounds. Only trust relations with t40:8 are visualized. As expected, most vertices have strong trust relations in at least one fair player (actors who reliably respond and delegate RFSs). However, remember that erratic actors reliably serve only requests coming from actors with odd-numbered IDs. Therefore, actor 3 and actor 9 also establish full trust in actors from this class. Note, if actor 3 and actor 9 would have re-delegated many RFSs coming from even-numbered actors to erratic actors, than those RFSs would have failed and only low trust would have emerged. However, due to the comparatively low load of the network (less than half of the actors receive RFSs per round (until n =100)), only a low amount of re-delegations occur (approx. 8% of RFSs).
Background and related work
Flexible and context-aware collaborations: In collaborations, activities are the means to capture the context in which human interactions take place. Activities describe the goal of a task, the participants, utilized resources, and temporal constraints. Studies regarding activities in various work settings are described in [39] . They identify patterns of complex business activities, which are then used to derive relationships and activity patterns [40, 41] . The potential impact of activity-centric collaboration is highlighted [37] with special focus on the value to individuals, teams, and enterprises. Studies on distributed teams focus on human performance and interactions [42, 43] , even in Enterprise 2.0 environments [44] . Caramba [45] organizes work items of individuals as activities that can be used to manage collaborations. For example, one can see the status of an activity, who contributed to an activity, documents created within a particular activity, etc. Based on log analysis, human interaction patterns can be extracted [17] .
Interactions in mixed systems: Major software vendors have been working on standards addressing the lack of human interaction support in service-oriented systems. WS-HumanTask [46] and Bpel4People [10] were released to address the emergent need for human interactions in business processes. These standards specify languages to model human interactions, the lifecycle of human tasks, and generic role models. Role-based access models [46] are used to model responsibilities and potential task assignees in processes. While Bpel4People based applications focus on top-down modeling of business processes, mixed systems target flexible interactions and compositions of Human-Provided and software-based services. This approach is aligned with the vision of the Web 2.0, where people can actively provide services. An example for a mixed system is a virtual organization (VO) using Web 2.0 technologies. A VO is a temporary alliance of organizations that come together to share skills or core competencies and resources in order to better respond to business opportunities, and whose cooperation is supported by computer networks [47] . Nowadays, virtual organizations are more and more realized with SOA concepts, regarding service discovery, service descriptions (WSDL), dynamic binding, and SOAP-based interactions. In such networks, humans may participate and provide services in a uniform way by using the HPS framework [2, 23] .
Behavioral and social trust models for SOA: Marsh [48] introduced trust as a computational concept, including a fundamental definition, a model and several related concepts impacting trust. Based on his work, various extended definitions and models have been developed. Some surveys on trust related to computer science have been performed [3, 4, 8] , which outline common concepts of trust, clarify the terminology and describe the most popular models. From the many existing definitions of trust, those from [8, 9] describe that trust relies on previous interactions and collaboration encounters, which fits best to our highly flexible environment. Context dependent trust was investigated by [3, 4, 8, 48] . Contextaware computing focusing modeling and sensing of context can be found in [49, 50] .
Recently, trust in social environments and serviceoriented systems has become a very important research area. SOA-based infrastructures are typically distributed comprising a large number of available services and huge amounts of interaction logs. Therefore, trust in SOA has to be managed in an automatic manner. A trust management framework for service-oriented environments has been presented in [51] [52] [53] , however, without considering particular application scenarios with human actors in SOA. Although several models define trust on interactions and behavior, and account for reputation and recommendation, there is hardly any case study about the application of these models in service-oriented networks. While various theoretically sound models have been developed in the last years, fundamental research questions, such as the technical grounding in SOA and the complexity of trust-aware context-sensitive data management in largescale networks are still widely unaddressed.
Depending on the environment, trust may rely on the outcome of previous interactions [1, 9] , and the similarity of interests and skills [11, 12, 33, 34] . Note, trust is not simply a synonym for quality of service (QoS). Instead, metrics expressing social behavior and influences are used in certain contexts. For instance, reciprocity [9] is a concept describing that humans tend to establish a balance between provided support and obtained benefit from collaboration partners. The application of trust relations in team formations and virtual organizations has been studied before, e.g., in [54, 55] . Trust propagation models [56] [57] [58] [59] are intuitive methods to predict relations where no personal trust emerged; e.g., transitive recommendations.
In this paper, we described an approach to trust inference that is based on fuzzy set theories. This technique has been applied in trust models before [26] [27] [28] , however, to our best knowledge, not to interpret diverse sets of interaction metrics. Utilizing interaction metrics, in particular calculated between pairs of network members, enables us to incorporate a personalized and social perspective. For instance, an actor's behavior may vary toward different network members. This aspect is usually out of scope in Web Services trust models, that are often closely connected to traditional QoS approaches [60] .
Bootstrapping addresses the cold start problem and refers to putting a system into operation. Trust-from our perspective-cannot be negotiated or defined in advance. It rather emerges upon interactions and behavior of actors and thus, needs a certain time span to be built. However, until enough data has been collected, interests and skills can be used to predict potentially emerging trust relations. Mining, processing, and comparing user profiles is a key concept [11, 12, 33] .
Conclusion and further work
Emerging service-oriented platforms no longer operate in closed enterprises. An increasing trend can be observed towards temporary alliances between companies requiring composition models to control and automate interactions between services. The resulting service-oriented application needs to be flexible supporting adaptive interactions. In this paper, we have motivated the need for adaptive interactions discussing an Expert Web scenario where people can register their skills and capabilities as services. Mixed service-oriented systems are open ecosystems comprising human-and softwarebased services. Trust mechanisms become essential in these systems because of changing actor interests and the dynamic discovery capabilities of SOA. Our trust model is based on fuzzy logic and rule-based interpretation of observed (logged) interactions. This makes the inference of trust in real systems possible as interaction data are monitored and interpreted based on pre-specified rules. We have demonstrated the application of our trust model by supporting dynamic, trust-based partner discovery and selection mechanisms. This scenario is based on advanced interaction patterns in flexible compositions such as trusted delegations to achieve load-balancing and scalability in the Expert Web. Our future work will include the deployment and evaluation of the implemented framework in cross-organizational collaboration scenarios. This will be done within the EU FP7 COIN project focusing on collaboration in VOs. The emphasis of COIN is to study new concepts and develop tools for supporting the collaboration and interoperability of networked enterprises. The end-user evaluation in COIN will discover the usability of trusted expert discovery and balancing mechanisms.
